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ABSTRACT 
We give a short variant of the classical proofs for the generation of the symplectic 
group Sp,(h) over Z by the standard matrices. 0 Ekevier Science Inc., 1997 
Let 
SP”(4 = {M E GL(4 M’J”M = J”} 
[M’ = transpose of M, 
0, (1,) the zero (unit) matrix of size n] be the group of integral symplectic 
matrices of size n. If there is no danger of confusion, we usually write 0 cl,]) 
for 0, Cl,, JJ. 
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The following result is well known. 
THEOREM. The group Sp,@) * g 2s enerated by the special matrices 
1 s ( 1 0 1 [s EM,(Z), s = S’], 
(r uq [U E GL,(Z)], and J. 
The above statement was originally proved by Witt using the standard 
action of Sp,(Z) on Pn and the euclidean algorithm for Z [5; 1, $1.3.21. A 
simplification and generalization of this method was later given by Klingen 
[3]. A different proof, using a kind of euclidean algorithm for symmetric pairs 
of integral matrices, was found by Hua and Reiner [2; 4, VII, $025 ff.]. 
In the present little note we would like to give a short variant of the above 
proofs, by combining a simplification of the euclidean algorithm of Hua and 
Reiner and some simple well-known properties of symmetric pairs of matri- 
ces. We remark that while the above-mentioned other proofs not only work 
for Z but for more or less arbitrary euclidean or even principal ideal domains, 
our short variant seems to work only for Z. 
LEMMA 1. LA S E M,(Z), S = S'. Then there exists U E GL,(Z) such 
that U’SU is a tridiagonal matrix, i.e., the (i, j) entry is zero unless 
i -j = 0, 1, -1. 
This is well known and easily follows by induction on n; cf. [4, IV, 941. 
LEMMA 2. LA S E M,(Q), S = S’. Then there exists T E M,(Z), T = 
T’, such that ]det(S - T)I Q i < 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 1 we may assume that S = (sij) is a rational tridiago- 
nal matrix. Let T = (tij) be an integral tridiagonal matrix such that ]si. - tijl 
< i. We expand det(S - T) according to Laplace’s rule and let r,, b e the 
number of nonzero summa& in the expansion. Then by induction on n we 
seethatr~l,r,~2,r,~r,_,+r,_,(n>3),andhencethatr,g2”-’ 
for all n. Therefore we infer that IdetiS - T)I Q 2”- l/2” = i for all n. 
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REMARK. It is easy to show that the bound i in Lemma 2 can be 
replaced by a bound that goes to zero when n + cc. 
LEMMAS. Let 
there exist U, V E GL,(Z!) such that 
assume that rk C = r < n. Then 
with c, d of size r and rk c = r. 
This is a simple reformulation of Lemma 2.1.18 in [I], which in turn easily 
follows from elementary divisor theory applied to C. 
Now let 
M = ; ; E Sp,(Z). 
( 1 
If C is invertible, then according to Lemma 2, since C-‘D is symmetric, we 
can write D = CS + R with S E M,(Z), S = S’, and ldet RI < ldet Cl. We 
also observe that 
M(; A’)]=( -A;+B 1;). 
If R is invertible, we proceed in the sam way with the matrix on the right. 
Continuing in this way, a$er a finite number of steps we shall arrive at a 
matrix whose C-block is singular. By Lemma 3 it is therefore sufficient to 
consider 
with C=(; ;), D=(f !f) 
and c, d of size r < n. 
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The proof now is finished in the standard way. Writing 
the symplectic relations for A, B, C, and D imply that 
is in Sp,@) and that a2 = 0. In particular, 
I 
a 0 b O\ 
mt.- .- 0 1 0 0 
c 0 d 0 
0 0 0 l/ 
is in Sp,(Z), and from the symplectic relations for a, b, c, and d one deduces 
that m ?- ‘M has C-block equal to zero, and hence is of the form 
(; ;)(:’ ;_l) with SeM,(Z), S=S’,and UEGL,(Z). 
By induction one may assume that m is a product of special matrices of the 
required type; hence the same is true for m ?. In fact, for m of type 
this is obvious, while for m = Jt- one e.g. uses the formula 
‘1, 0 I -1, 0 I 
Jrf= k -ln 
i I 
I I -1, 
1, Jn _~___~~-~-i_,-“l__ In ln i 0 1,“_, . 
d 0 ----- 0 I __+---- 
\ 
I -l._. \O I 1, I 
I 
The author would like to thank the referee for a useful comment. 
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